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Introduction
Masques of Shahrazad – Three Generations of Iranian
women artists
“The masque has its origins in a folk tradition where
masked players would unexpectedly call on a nobleman
in his hall, dancing and bringing gifts on certain nights of
the year, or celebrating dynastic occasions. Spectators
were invited to join in the dancing. At the end, the players
would take off their masks to reveal their identities.”
Anon
“[Shahrazad] had perused the books, annals and legends of preceding Kings, and the stories, examples and
instances of bygone men and things; indeed it was said
that she had collected a thousand books of histories
relating to antique races and departed rulers. She had
perused the works of the poets and knew them by heart;
she had studied philosophy and the sciences, arts and
accomplishments; and she was pleasant and polite, wise
and witty, well read and well bred.”
Sir Richard Burton, The Book of One Thousand
Nights and A Night (trans.1885)
Shahrazad saved women’s lives by telling stories. This
exhibition takes its cue from her telling, its inspiration from
her style and its masks from the complex dances of its
artists.
Opening on International Women’s day, thirty years on
from the upheavals of the Iranian Revolution, Masques
of Shahrazad is an opportunity to survey the Iranian artistic landscape of the past three decades. It is a moment
to celebrate established artists and to uncover the new
names that will bear the standard for women’s art in Iran
for decades to come.
Irrespective of gender the lives of artists are rarely simple
and straightforward and for nearly four decades the lives
of artists in Iran have been further disturbed by the turmoil
of revolution. Add gender to the mix and the difficult business of being an artist at all becomes well nigh impossible, yet these women, and many others like them, have
managed it with courage and panache.
Presented by Candlestar and the Day Art Gallery of Tehran, Masques of Shahrazad brings together 28 prominent Iranian women artists. The works included in this
show trace the development of Iranian art and artists over
the past four decades – an era when the national identity
of Iran has been radically reshaped. The work shown in
Masques offer a glimpse behind the mask and hints at the
feints and stratagems that each of these women have had
to adopt to evade, beguile and charm and, in so doing,
sustain their artistic endeavours.
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This is the first time an exhibition has brought together
such a range of Iranian women artists on an international
stage. But why Iranian women and why now? Our goals
are clear. Through the presentation of this diverse, vibrant
body of work we are attempting to confound a lazy Western stereotype of Iranian women that sees them as veiled
and passive. Furthermore, at a moment when the international art markets are waking up to the huge potential
of Iranian art, we seek to attract the attention of the major
auction houses, museums and collectors and over time
to engineer a small shift in the number of women whose
work features regularly in the major international art sales
and the major international collections. As one of our collaborators put it, ‘The Silk Road is busy again, full once
more of life and colour.’ This is a unique opportunity to encounter these women and to engage with modern Iranian
art and the contemporary issues it raises on both a domestic and global scale. Their varying attitudes and work
will challenge perceptions and provide a window onto a
rich, but sometimes misunderstood, cultural heritage.
The contrasts between the generations and indeed between the artists themselves relate to their personal experiences and to their relationship with Iran. Out of this comes
an interesting dialogue that Masques of Shahrazad explores and showcases for the first time outside of Iran.
The ‘79 Revolution marked a key turning point for Iranian
artists. All of a sudden they faced a choice - accept new
limitations or live in exile. The artists in this exhibition represent both choices, and the impact of their decisions is
reflected in style and subject matter in this show. The exhibition illustrates the varying themes these women have
chosen to engage with through their work. The visitor will
find unexpected juxtapositions that will surprise even the
cognoscenti. All artists strive to express the strength
of their ideas through varying content and form; but the
sense of an Iranian heritage is a constant and is articulated in many ways. Just like Shahrazad, these three
generations of women have constantly manipulated and
reinterpreted their vernacular to pursue their artistic ambition and to create a fresh narrative of Iranian identity.
Masques of Shahrazad showcases three generations of
remarkable women artists, revealing through their work
the vitality and originality of the Iranian art scene. This
exhibition is a rare opportunity to see such work and to
experience the captivating creativity with which these artists address issues and express ideas that many have
shied away from. The result should be a celebration of
contemporary Iranian art - but that is not for us to judge.
Fariba Farshad
Ferial Salahshour

Exhibiting Artists
Mania Akbari
Azadeh Akhlaghi
Samira Alikhanzadeh
Nahid Arian
Bahar Behbahani
Fataneh Dadkhah
Fatemeh Emdadian
Yasmine Esfandiary
Golnaz Fathi
Pariyoush Ganji
Shadi Ghadirian
Yassi Golshani
Shahla Habibi
Mansoureh Hosseini
Maryam Javaheri
Shila Kalamian
Delaram Kia
Farideh Lashai
Farah Ossouli
Raziyeh Poursalari
Azadeh Razaghdoost
Tahereh Samadi Tari
Zahra Shahamatpour
Delbar Shahbaz
Maryam Shirinlou
Shideh Tami
Gizella Varga Sinai
Maryam Zandi

Masques of Shahrazad – Three Generations
of Iranian women artists’ is an exhibition of
contemporary Iranian painting and photography,
produced by Candlestar in association with
the Day Art Gallery, Tehran
For further information please go to
www.candlestargallery.com
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Born 1974, Iran
Mania began her artistic career as a painter in 1991, until in
the late 1990s she entered the world of cinema as a cinematographer and assistant director in Mahvash Sheikhol-Eslami’s documentaries. In 2002, Mania played the main
role in Abbas Kiarostami’s TEN - one of the most prestigious
Iranian films which was viewed worldwide – and became
famous for her performance as herself. Her debut as a film
director came in 2004 when she wrote, directed and starred
in the feature film 20 Fingers, which won the first prize in
digital film category at the Venice Film Festival. Mania
directed a sequel to Kiarostami’s TEN in 2007, TEN+FOUR,
which depicts her battle with cancer. Her work Self is featured in the Masques of Shahrazad exhibition.
Her other works include:
6 Video Arts: Self, Repression, Sin, Escape, Fear, Devastation
Films: TEN, Crystal, 20 Fingers, TEN +FOUR
Photo Arts: This is not Mania, Mania-Van Gogh’s Ear, Mania-Devastation
Her awards include:
20 Fingers
Winner of the Best Feature Film, Venezia Cinema Digital
– Italy, 2004.
The Grand Jury Prize for the Spirit of Freedom, Bahamas
International Film Festival-2004 USA
Winner of the Best Director/Best Actress in Digital, International Barcelona Film Festival- 2005 Spain.
Winner of the Most Innovative Film Award, Wine Country
Film Festival- 2005-USA
TEN+FOUR
Winner Best Film selected by Young Jury, Nantes International Film Festival, France.
Winner Best Film and Best Director, Kerala International
Film Festival, India.
Winner “Thank You Mania Akbari” special prize by the
heads of the festival, for “representing some parts of your
real life drama both in TEN and TEN+FOUR
Winner of the best the best film of Alternative Independent
Film Festival
(Nov ,27.2008 / Barcelona, Spain)

6 Video Arts
Self, Repression, Sin, Escape, Devastation, Fear
2 – 6 Minutes
2003 – 2005
6 Video Arts

The 6 video arts collection expresses the inner feelings from a point of
view of the woman towards the contemporary crises arising from the
conflict between tradition and modernity.
The 6 video arts entitled: Self, Repression, Sin, Escape, Fear, and
Devastation are contained in closed and still frame works within which
movement and flow occur.
They begin with Self and end in Devastation. Within this collection
colour, movement, form, shape, and rhythm, are accompanied by
music and reveal psychological layers that arise from an Eastern
woman’s unconsciousness. Using contemporary instruments and
expressions, she explains what she has received from tradition, beliefs,
role models and rituals.
This collection draws a path between two points, between Painting and
Cinema.
Mania-Devastation 5

Mania-Devastation 5
Digital Print on Canvas
90 x 270 cm
2008, Edition of 3 + 1AP

I remember you.
Who are you?
You destroy me.
You’re so good for me.
…
How could I have known that you were made to the size of my body?
You’re great. How wonderful. You’re great.
How slow all of a sudden.
And how sweet.
More than you can know.
You destroy me.
You’re so good for me.
You destroy me.
You’re so good for me.
Plenty of time.
Please.
Take me.
Deform me, make me ugly.
…
Marguerite Duras, Hiroshima Mon Amour.
(Translated by Richard Seaver, Grove press inc., New York, 1961.)
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A k h l a g h i
A z a d e h

Born 1978, Shiraz
Bsc. RMIT, Melbourne
Azadeh lives and works in Tehran and Melbourne. She is
a post-conceptual artist, whose practice acknowledges
conceptual approaches to contemporary art through
photography. Beginning her career in 2001, she mainly
works in the media of photography, video-arts and short
movies. She has a MA in Computer Science from RMIT,
Melbourne, while she did her thesis in database search
engines for photographs. Azadeh has also directed several
films, including
Film School of Hossein Sabzian
2005, which was screened in numerous venues such as
Berkeley Art Museum, Pusan and Oslo.
She has exhibited regularly in Iran, Australia and the UK.

Reflections of Self 2
Series: Reflections of Self
Photography
100 x 70 cm
2007, Ed. 2/3

These two photos are from a series project entitled Reflections
of Self. In this project I tried to see myself as a subject which
is constituted by its environment, The Big Other. In every
photo I am a surface between many different surfaces and
the dialectic of surfaces is exactly The Big Other itself.

Reflections of Self 6
Series: Reflections of Self
Photography
70 x 100 cm
2008, Ed. 2/3
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A l i k h a n z a d e h
S a m i r a

Born in 1967, Tehran, Iran
MA in Painting from Azad University
Samira creates works which transcend time and space. She
began exhibiting in 1990. Her initial work, featuring images
of windows and frames, opened portals onto a familiar
yet forgotten era. Later, through the use of found portrait
photographs dating to the 30s and 40s, she marked her
unmistakable style on the contemporary art scene of Iran. The
high aesthetic quality and masterful conceptual presentation
of her panels capture the attention of her viewers and evoke
memories of their own ancestral heritage. The absence of
any narrative heightens the anonymity of her subjects. Their
pose and dress reveal nothing more than the era they lived
in. Their gaze guards secrets we will never discover yet in
silence they patiently wait to confront viewers with the only
truth they can offer: that in our not too distant future, we too
shall become silent, unidentified images of the past.
She has exhibited extensively both in Tehran and
internationally. Recently her work was featured in Art Dubai
and in 2003 she took part in 25 Years of Separation: Iranian
Art After the Revolution at the Articultural Gallery, Santa
Monica, USA.

29/07/1951
Digital print, acrylic paint, mirrors
on MDF panel
100x150 cm
2008

I have been working with old
photographs for some time. They are
familiar to everyone. We rediscover our
mothers and grandmothers transcending
time and place. In the absence of their
gaze we are reflected in the mirrors and
a journey through time begins for the
viewer.
The sense of humour and graphic
combination of the image and text were
novel aspects of these two works and
reminiscent of old family photo albums.

The Orange Racquet Team
Digital print, acrylic paint, mirrors
on MDF panel
100x129 cm
2008
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Born 1946, Abadan, Iran
Architect in home design from Tehran Fine Art University
Despite growing up in Iran, Nahid has lived in Paris since
1980. Her studies took her into the realms of architecture
(Tehran Fine Art University) and antique restoration (France).
However the field of fine art has allowed her to present works
that juxtapose technical precision with underlying wit. Nahid
plays with traditional artistic formats, subtly making them
hers through her imagination and accomplished painterly
techniques, creating works that charm and beguile the
viewer.
Her work has been featured in numerous group and solo
exhibitions in Europe, USA and Iran, including the Tehran
Art Biennale, the Gallery Mana (Holland), and most recently
Gallery Lantoine (Paris).
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1001 Nights
Oil on Canvas
140 x 100 cm
2008

B e h b a h a n i
B a h a r

Born 1973, Tehran, Iran
MA in Painting, Azad University, Tehran
Bahar’s early childhood was spent rolling around amongst
her father’s writings and seeing herself through her mother’s
pictures. Bahar was six when the Iranian Revolution began
and seven when the Iran Iraq war started. Sheltering in the
basement of their home from the bombs, she began to learn
the meaning of life. Her school years taught her both loss
and happiness; and, nurtured by the environment of the
family home, Bahar became an artist. She lived in the midst
of uncertainty, repression, hope and contradiction. These
were and are the prevalent forces surrounding her. She
lives and works in Brooklyn and Tehran where she continues
these struggles, constantly re-examining love, femininity,
identity and humanity.
Bahar has taken part in many solo and group exhibitions,
both in Iran and internationally. In 2003, for example she
showed her work at the Niavaran Cultural Center, Tehran; the
Mimara Museum, Zagreb; and the Ilex Foundation, Boston.

The Untitled Biography, No 63
Mixed Media on Canvas
183 x 138 cm
2006

Whether it is joy or pain, every bit of the
canvas is used to push or pull the audience
this way or that. For me it is more important
to give a certain feeling of curiosity and
ambiguity to my audience, rather than telling
them that ‘this is what this is.’ I always like
to leave different hints and clues, but never
the answer.

Circle
Mixed Media on Canvas
184 x 146 cm
2008
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D a d k h a h
F a t a n e h

Born 1952, Tehran, Iran
BA, College of Mass Communications and Social
Sciences, Tehran, Iran
Fataneh graduated from Tehran’s College of Mass
Communications and Social Sciences, she has pioneered
stage photography as an artistic discipline in Iran, and
now has 20 years of experience in capturing images and
documenting the rebirth of Iranian theatre, after 1979. Her
book
Theatre Photography was published in 1983.
From 2001 Fataneh has exhibited nationally and
internationally. In 2008, for example, her work was featured
at the Silk Road Gallery, Tehran; and the Richard J. Ernest
Cultural Center, Annadale, Virginia, USA. She holds awards
from the Lincoln Center (New York) and the Iranian-American
Technology Council (Washington DC).
She has exhibited widely in Iran and the USA.

Destruction 1
Photograph
100x75 cm
2006

It is a look at the destruction we see, the destruction of these paintings it is like
destruction of everything, history, Art, and culture.

Destruction 2
Photograph
100x75 cm
2006
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E m d a d i a n
F a t e m e h

Born 1955, Tabriz, Iran
BA in Behzad Fine Arts, Art School, Tehran
Fatemeh is one of Iran’s most passionate and prominent
sculptresses. From Behzad fine arts high school she
entered Tehran Art University to study sculpture in 1976.
She graduated a gifted artist destined to inspire and create.
Fatemeh is an artist through and through. She lives and
looks like an artist, her clothes reflecting her colourful nature.
Her sculptures tend to be wood or bronze casts as Fatemeh
dislikes the temperature of stone, finding more life in wood
as a raw ingredient. Her artworks reflect the scale of her
ability. They are large and require heavy equipment to help
her realise her ideas. Fatemeh’s workshop is tranquil and
she prefers to work quietly, avoiding others as she cuts the
wood.
She has exhibited widely in Iran and her work has been
featured in three international biennales.

My works all have the theme of
Human being, his life, love, being
together and being apart and finally
death

Untitled
Wood
190 x 70 x 17 CM
(H 180 x W67 x Diameter 12)
2006
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E s f a n d i a r y
Y a s m i n e

Born 1955, Tehran
1971-1973 Ecole Superieure D’Art Graphique et
Photographie Paris, France
1973-1976 Rhode Island School of Design Providence,
Rhode Island
Yasmine is an Iranian artist living and working in the South
of France. As the daughter of a diplomat, she spent her
childhood living throughout the Middle East and Europe.
After studying at L’Ecole Superieure D’Art Graphique et
Photographie in Paris, Yasmine moved to the US to attend
The Rhode Island School of Design. She remained in the
States for over twenty years, where she developed her
creative practice and exhibited extensively.
She has exhibited widely in Europe and the USA.
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Untitled
Acrylic and Charcoal
130 x 190 cm
2008

I use off-beat colour pairings and expressive paint strokes to create
animated abstract landscapes. Inspired by gestural expressionism,
my compositions are loose and my shapes organic. I use layered and
dripping paint and graffito-style markings to give depth and texture,
creating the illusion of layers and moving with and against each other
on the surface.
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Born 1972, Tehran, Iran
Secondary Studies Degree, Tehran, 1990
BA Graphic Design, Azad Art University, Tehran, 1995
Diploma of Iranian Calligraphy, Iranian Society of
Calligraphy, Tehran, 1996
Golnaz Fathi is based in Tehran. She studied Graphic Design
at the Azad Art University, Tehran, and calligraphy at the
Iranian Calligrapher’s Association during 1990-96. In 2003
she won a scholarship to study in Paris at Cite International
des Arts. Fathi is known for her bold and large graphic
canvases that combine fine art painting with calligraphy. Her
work is transnational both in conception and in execution as
it incorporates her extensive training in traditional Iranian
calligraphy, graphic design, painting (self taught), and
autobiography. The idea of life continuing is central to any
interpretation of Golnaz’s work. After all, artistic life did go
on after the revolution. In 1995 Golnaz was awarded the
Best Woman Calligraphist in Ketabat style, Iranian Society
of Calligraphy, Tehran and in 1993 a Diploma of Honour
in Graphics and Painting, Museum of Contemporary Art,
Tehran.
Golnaz has shown her paintings in nearly eighty international
shows during her career, including, most recently, at the
Xerxes Gallery, London; The Third Line Gallery, Dubai; and
La Fontaine Centre of Contemporary Art, Bahrain.

Untitled
Acrylic on Canvas
145 x 128 cm
2008

I needed my brush strokes to express my feelings, and combine them
with the yellow background to complete its energy. The fact is that
nothing is written there, it’s the abstraction of calligraphy, one should
“feel” the meaning intuitively rather than to “read” them .
For the past 14 years I have been trying to transform the calligraphy
into composition.
The coded alphabet has disappeared, and meaning is conveyed
through form and palette.

Untitled
Acrylic on Canvas
156 x 125 cm
2008
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G a n j i
P a r i y o u s h

Born 1945, Tabriz, Iran
Painting, Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris, France
Painting, Sir Jon Cass School of Art, London
BA in Painting, Chelsea School of Fine Art, London
Diploma in Painting and Oriental Art, Tehran, Iran
In 1948, when she was twelve, Pariyoush and her family
moved to Tehran, where she grew up whiling away hours at
her father’s workshop. He was a master textile designer and
one of the first craftsmen to engage in textile printing in Iran.
Her truly global education is responsible for the international
currents that run through Pariyoush’s art works. However,
Iran remains her beloved homeland and creative inspiration.
In 1986, she moved there permanently, taking up various
teaching positions in a number of art schools and universities
in Tehran. In 1997 she was invited to Japan by the Japan
Foundation to research the visual art of Far East and how it
has been influenced by Sassanid patterns through the Silk
Road. She is now the cultural advisor for Japan foundation
in Iran.
Solo Exhibitions in Iran, UK, Germany, Saudi Arabia, Japan
Group Exhibitions in Iran, USA, France, Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, Japan
Curator for Japanese Contemporary Art, Tehran Museum of
Contemporary Art, Iran

Rose Window
Oil on Canvas
178 x 139 cm
2008

This painting comes from my latest working
period, called Roses and Windows, which is
mainly composed of violet family colors. The
artworks are normally composed from endless
layers of different violets, and darkness is created
from the violet background. This painting is done
with layer on layer of violets. The pale internal
vibrant heart hopes light is coming from within,
and is in contrast with the dark surrounding
background, which ironically is composed of the
same material and colors.
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G h a d i r i a n
S h a d i

Born 1974, Tehran, Iran
BA in Photography, Azad University, Tehran, Iran
Shadi Ghadirian lives and works in Tehran. She is quite clear
about her occupation: “I am a woman and I live in Iran. I am
a photographer and this is the only thing I know how to do.”
She studied photography in Tehran at Azad University, and
is a photographer, a teacher, a photo-editor and manager of
a gallery. She also works for the Museum of Photography in
Tehran. Her photographs are iconic. They are rightly famed
for their representation of the traditional versus the modern
women in Iran. Shadi’s subject matter is both contemporary
and collectable, and her voice has travelled far and wide
- crossing oceans and cultures in over 40 exhibitions.
More than 15 Solo Exhibitions in UK, USA, Syria, Georgia,
Turkey, and across Europe.
Over 30 Group Exhibitions in Germany, Bangladesh, France,
Kuwait, Canada, and Denmark.
Shadi has exhibited prodigiously internationally, most
recently at ARCO, Madrid; the British Museum; the De
Santos Gallery, Houston, Texas; and the French Cultural
Centre, Damascus.

Nill, Nill
Photograph
76 x 115 cm
2008

To all of the wounded of war
Imagine there’s no heaven
It’s easy if you try
No hell below us
Above us only sky
Imagine all the people
Living for today...
Imagine there’s no countries
It isn’t hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for
And no religion too
Imagine all the people
Living life in peace...
You may say I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one
I hope someday you’ll join us
And the world will be as one
Imagine, John Lennon ©Lenono Music, 1971
Imagine
John Lennon
The images are not proportioned to their real size.
The first one should be square.

Nill, Nill
Photograph
76 x 76 cm
2008
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G o l s h a n i
Y a s s i

Born 1967, Hamburg, Germany
DEA(Master) Fine Arts, Sorbonne, Paris
BA Fine Arts, University of Saint-Denis, Paris
BA Painting, Al-Zahra University, Tehran
Yassi Golshani grew up in Iran where, as an eleven year
old, she witnessed the 1979 Iranian Revolution. Yassi
was awarded her masters in painting at the Tehran based
Al Zahra University, and in 1996 moved to Paris, although
she continued to visit Iran on a regular basis. She studied
arts at the University of Saint Denis-Paris VIII where she got
a Bachelor degree, and in 2003 obtained her DEA (Diplome
d’Etudes Approfondies) from Sorbonnes University. In 2005
she obatined a UNESCO scholarship and spent a month
doing research and artistic work at the Civitella artistic
residence in Italy. Yassi’s work and artistic style has evolved
during her career. From painting she moved to installtion
and created different objects in “papier mache” using Iranian
newspapers. Since 2002 she has been also working on
video installation. In her artwork Yassi explores the themes
of dual culture and muliticulturalism.
She has participated in a number of group exhibitions in
Iran, Europe and the USA. Her work has also been shown
at the Sergey Paradjanov Museum in Armenia. She was a
finalist for the Sovereign European Art Prize in 2007.
Her work was exhibited at the Sergey Paradjanov Museum
in Armenia.

One Thousand and One Ties I,
Installation made of Iranian, French, and
English newspapers sewed to a piece of
cloth
150 x 148 cm
2002 – 2003

The work symbolizes the complicated political issues of the
Middle East. It also is a reference to an old Iranian tradition
of making a tie in a sacred place when one has a wish.
Hafiz Divinatory Poems

Inside the boxes is darkened with smoke.
Two women are reading the poems.
The words are repeated without being
recognized what exactly is being said.

Hafiz Divinatory Poems
Installation with Sound.
Twentyfive boxes showing pieces of Hafiz’s
“divinatory poems” through their windows.
95 x70 x 8 cm
2002-2003
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Born 1945, Rasht, Iran
MA in visual communication, School of Decorative Arts,
Paris, France
Shahla has received numerous prizes for her work including
the Selected Works Prize at the First Tehran Biennale in
1991, and the renowned Iranian Women Prize in 2000.
Having lived and worked in France for a number of years,
Shahla has exhibited widely and many collections boast her
works - including Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art and
Saint Gration Museum, France. The spiritual is central to
Shahla’s life and work, inspiring her pieces and influencing
her creative consciousness. She is concerned with the
psychology of work, theosophy and eastern mysticism, as
found in Persian painting from the 13th Century, where
spirituality was evident in subject and style.
Shahla’s work has been featured in numerous group and
solo exhibitions including the International Women Artists’
Festival at the Niavaran Cultural Centre, Tehran, the Palacio a
Bolsa Porto, Portugal, and the Kokkola Museum, Finland.

Letter to Artists of Saghakhane Movement
Oil on Canvas
140 x 103 cm
2007

My works always have been about humans, birds, geometrical forms like
triangle which are symbols of mankind and stars and circles which are symbols
of being and the integrity of humankind.

This piece talks about the philosophy of eastern mythical figures, religion and
its symbols like people who prey, free birds, arches of mosques, blue color.
Creation and Benediction
This piece has two big circles which show the whole being of all the globes
cycling around, and two horizontal green lines which show the order of our
world - these two are interconnected with life of mankind on earth. The color
of gold represents purity as gold is the purest metal; green is also the color of
our religion.

Creation and Benediction
Oil on Canvas
140 x 103 cm
2007
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H o s s e i n i
M a n s o u r e h

Born 1934, Tehran, Iran
BA Tehran University School of Fine Art
BA Art Academy of Rome
One winter day when Mansoureh was ten, she drew one of
the pine trees in her garden in her notebook. This drawing
prompted her father to hire a painting tutor, and Mansoureh
went onto become one of the great figures in Iranian art. She
made her debut at the Anglo-Iranian Cultural Society in 1949
and graduated in Painting from the Faculty of Fine Arts the
same year. Mansoureh left Iran for Italy in 1954 to continue
her studies, a journey that would see her become a teacher,
art critic, and lecturer, participate in the Venice biennale
and meet the famed Italian art critic Leonello Venturi. This
encounter marked a new stage in Mansoureh’s career, as
he encouraged her to focus on abstract painting employing
Iranian calligraphy. Mansoureh’s works unite line and colour
as an expressive duet in her calligraphic paintings.
Mansoureh has exhibited globally at a range of galleries
including the Vantajio Gallery, Rome, the Oil Gallery,
Belgrade, and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Tehran
and Isfahan.

I paint written forms - rhythms and music. Music is
colour. My canvases synthesize this.

Refuge to Light
Oil on Canvas
120 x 70 cm
C. 1996
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J a v a h e r i
M a r y a m

Born1940, Tehran, Iran
Fine Arts degree from Tehran University
She studied in Europe before continuing her fine arts
education at New York University and the Art Students’
League in New York in the early 1960s. Independently,
she has worked under the tutorledge of such prominent
American painters as Ad Reinhardt, Adolf Gottlieb, and Will
Barnett. Her works include painting, collage, and sculpture
– that is, both freestanding and wall hung. The style is nonobjective, using strong, simple colours and forms to create
the composition. Her work has been reviewed by renowned
art historians and journalists. Her numerous awards include
the 1970 International Art Prize, New York, and First Prize at
the First Iranian Painters Biennale, Tehran, 1991.
Maryam’s paintings have been exhibited widely in Tehran
and internationally at such locations as including the Grand
Palais, Paris; the Palace of Fine Arts, Brussels; the Gilford
Gallery, New York, and the Museum of Modern Art, Tehran.

Untitled 68_015
Oil on Canvas
132x 132 cm
1968

I am a painter. I do not speak for my paintings; my paintings speak for me. And I do
not wish to limit the viewer’s vision by encumbering it with words. My paintings are all 35
non-objective, and are not representational of any physical objects in the real world.
Therefore, none of my paintings have a title -- only a number to identify them.

Untitled 68_017
Oil on Canvas
132x 132 cm
1968

K a l a m i a n
S h i l a

Born 1979, Iran
BA (Hons) Art, Azad University, Tehran
Shila Kalamian studied art and sculpture at Azad University,
Tehran. Shila has exhibited with many groups since 1996
and is best known for her bold , large canvases that combine
fine art painting with calligraphy. Her work incorporates her
extensive training in traditional Iranian calligraphy, graphic
design and painting. Shila has exhibited extensively in Iran
and staged her first solo exhibition in 2008.

Untitled
Acrylic on Canvas
110 x 140 cm
2008

My paintings are abstract figurative works which talk
about transformation of some forms to natural forms
like flowers.

Untitled
Acrylic on Canvas
110 x 130 cm
2008
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Born 1980, Tehran, Iran
MA Painting , Azad University, Tehran
MA Fine Art , London Metropolitan University

Once upon a time, in cold weather and under a heavy snow,
in a lift that was going up in a hospital a hasty little girl ran
into this world without waiting to get to the delivery room.
She ran and ran to see what was going on. The more she
ran the more she saw. She saw a lot and suddenly stopped.
Stopped to record every thing she had seen so far, to paint
and make and look at them again. She wanted to see how
had happened, where did these sensations start and when?
Maybe from the day her father saw her painting? Maybe
from when she painted with him or the day she went to the
Art Academy? Maybe, maybe, maybe any moment, was
the moment of watching but watching what? This same
sensation!
Where, when, why, veil, me, mother, woman, alley, look,
bakery, shopping, father ....., Where did it start? I don’t
know.
Dalaram has shown her sculptures in both London and
Tehran.
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Women and Routine
Ceramic
15 x 30 cm, 15 x 60 cm
2007

I like to show womens’ bodies in relation to their obligation to wear the
veil within my country, Iran. My aim is to show the female body, but this
is defined by the routine of Iranian life, and so the presence of the veils is a
central characteristic of my sculpture. By repeating their cloaked bodies,
the negative aspects of this routine is addressed.

L a s h a i
F a r i d e h

Born 1944, Rasht, Iran
BA German Literature, University of Frankfurt, Germany
BA Glass Design, Academy of Decorative Arts, Vienna,
Austria
Farideh Lashai has been painting since the late 1960s. She
trained in Iran, and at the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna. Her
paintings assimilate many different artistic traditions from the
work of seventeenth century northern European artists, the
formal tradition of Paul Cezanne, emphasising the solidity of
colour and the heritage of Far Eastern painting. Farideh uses
a hybrid artistic language to articulate her paintings that are
usually based on the elements. Her aim is to illustrate nature
in a symbolic and ambiguous way, creating a sense of the
atmosphere of a landscape in the poetic artistic tradition of
China and the Far East.
Farideh’s work is held in many of the world’s major
collections and has been shown in solo and group exhibitions
throughout the globe, most recently at the Warsaw Museum,
Poland; the Ludwig Museum, Koblenz, Germany; the Cultural
Foundation, Abu Dhabi; and MAH Gallery, Tehran and XVA
Gallery, Dubai.

“I don’t want to be a tree; I want to
be its meaning.”
“A great European master
miniaturist and another great
master artist are walking through
a Frank [European] meadow
discussing virtuosity and art. The
more expert of the two says to the
other: “painting in the new style
demands such talent that if you
depicted one of the trees in this
forest, a man who looked upon
that painting could come here,
and if he so desired, correctly
select that tree from among the
others.”
I thank Allah that I, the humble tree
before you, have not been drawn
with such intent. And not because
I fear that if I’d been thus depicted
all the dogs in Istanbul would
assume I was a real tree and piss
on me: I don’t want to be a tree; I
want to be its meaning.”
Orhan Pamuk, My Name is Red,
Tree, translated by Erdag M.
Gonkar.
Untitled
Oil and Crayon on Canvas
200 x 200 cm
2008
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Born 1953, Zanjan, Iran
Diploma in painting, Girl’s School of Fine Arts, Tehran, Iran
BA Graphic Design, Faculty of Fine Arts, Tehran
University, Iran
Farah is a storyteller. From an early age she realised
that dolls were not capable of embodying all the tales and
personalities she lovingly nurtured in her active imagination.
So began her artistic enterprise as she created characters
out of paper and paint, constantly repainting, redrawing,
recreating characters to fit new fictions and scenarios. Farah
was spellbound by the fascinating game of narration mixed
with images, and found that in paint she could unite these
and tell stories on her canvas. Farah studied at Tehran
University and continues to paint images which captivate the
viewer with their tales. She is a member of the Dena Group
and the Society of Iranian Painters, and is active as Biennale
Director, Curator and a member of jury and selection
committees of many events.
Farah’s work features in many important collections worldwide, and has been featured in over 100 international
exhibitions, most recently at the Ludwig Museum, Koblenz,
Germany, the Imam Ali Arts Museum and the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Tehran.

This painting expresses my
childhood memories; when I think
about my past, I see my parents
holding me like two angels, and
we’re sitting in a little paradise.
The small landscape in the work, is
my childhood, and the angels are
my parents. The colour around
the figures reveals the wonderful,
happy feeling of my childhood.
Two cypresses are the symbol
of my father and mother who are
always young, and eternal in my
heart. The Blossom Tree stuck
to the Cyprus is my childhood’s
symbol and the beginning of a life.
My real heaven was that time.
Unfortunately nobody stays in that
paradise, and finally will be thrown
out of it. Maybe we can make this
feeling for our children.

Childhood Paradise
Gouache on Cardboard
74 x 74 cm
2005
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P o u r s a l a r i
R a z i y e h

Born 1980, Iran
BA (Hons) Art, Azad University ,Tehran
The young artist Raziyeh lives in Tehran. She started her
artistic career in 1996, at the tender age of 16 and went on
to obtain a BA in Art from the Azad University, in Tehran,
in 2002. She has exhibited in several group shows in Iran,
Europe and UAE and had recently her first individual shows
in Iran.

Untitled
Acrylic on Canvas
140 x 110 cm
2008

Although birds and butterflies are painted in my works, they are not in
their natural surroundings but appear in an abstract atmosphere. There
is also an ethnic and Iranian essence. On the whole, my works are very
abstract and ambiguous even though we can see the animal form.

Untitled
Acrylic on Canvas
140 x 110 cm
2008
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R a z a g h d o o s t
A z a d e h

Born 1979, Tehran, Iran
Diploma in Painting, Academy of Fine Art, Tehran, 1997
BA from Art University, Tehran, 2002
Azadeh has always been captivated by the colour red.
Blood, love, and passion all convey the visceral reactions
she experiences while working and at the moment she is
confronted with the finished work. Her hands are her tools,
the controlled weapons with which she swiftly wounds the
fleshy backgrounds of her canvases, bloodying them with
a weeping rose, a beating heart or a uterine form. The one
constant element in Azadeh’s work is the colour red with all
its eroticism, love and remembrance. Red infallibly drew her
to the rose and the heart and a series called Les Fleurs du
Mal after the collection of poetry by Charles Baudelaire, not
because it harboured any ideas of controversy but because it
demonstrated to viewers, beauty at the moment of its death
and deterioration. The surface of the canvas became a scene
filled with accidents, impulses and physical reactions creating
one of two outcomes; unrecognizable violence or pleasant
ornamentation, final testaments to love’s and life’s suffering
and inevitable end. With these thoughts she wounds her
canvases further, scratching the words of William Blake “Oh
Rose, thou art sick!”. She is a member of Badaneh Group,
Iranian Society of Painters, and the Visual Arts Society of
Iran.
She has exhibited widely in Iran, the UAE and Europe.

My hands are my tools, the controlled
weapons with which I swiftly wound
the fleshy backgrounds of my
canvases, bloodying them with
a weeping rose, a beating heart or a
uterine form.

Untitled
Series: Sick Rose
Oil and Pencil on Canvas
180x130 cm
2008
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T a r i
S a m a d i
T a h e r e h

Born 1981, Tehran, Iran
BA Painting, Azad Art University, Tehran
MA Painting, Art University, Tehran
The young artist Tahereh graduated in 2008 with an MA in
painting from Art University, Tehran. She has exhibited from
the late 90s and her exhibition portfolio continues to grow.
Tahereh’s paintings often depict solitary figures in ambiguous
urban settings – internal scenes that she makes appear
transient with her muted palette and hazy painterly style. Her
work was featured in Sotheby’s Modern and Contemporary
Arab and Iranian Art Auction 2008.

Restless
Oil on Canvas
100 x 150 cm
2008

All of us live in the world full of secrets.
Anyone is not truly aware of coming hours.
We all are restless on and anxious about the
times that we are going to face a full stop.
In fact these paintings are part of our vague
thoughts about the life and our destination,
what that would be?
The figures in my paintings are people who
know that they should continue to live; even
they would be unknown in world.

Restless
Oil on Canvas
120 x 100 cm
2008
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S h a h a m a t p o u r
Z a h r a

Born 1966, Tehran
Diploma in graphic design & master diploma in painting
from Sooreh University
BA Sculpture from Fine Art Faculty
After receiving diplomas and a BA in sculpture and design
Zahra has gone on to forge a path as a contemporary female
sculptor in Iran. She works in a number of media from bronze
to clay to create unique works, both figurative and abstract
in nature. She has exhibited widely in Iran. In 2006 she
won first prize at the Defend Festival, and in 2007 she was
nominated for the Fifth Sculpture Biennale of Iran.

This cedar tree is the symbol of liberty
as a cedar tree is in Persian culture,
it reaches the sky and sky is its home
and it has got a spreading shadow
which can be a safe place for many.

Iranian Garden (3), Cedar Tree
Bronze
50 x 31 x 16 cm
2007
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S h a h b a z
D e l b a r

Born 1978, Tehran, Iran.
BA in Biomedical Engineering, Shahid Beheshti Tehran
University
MA in Illustration in Tehran Art University
Delbar has been painting since she was fourteen. As well
as studying Biomedical Engineering at Shahid Beheshti
Tehran University, she also completed courses in painting
and art history. After University, Delbar meandered into the
world of illustration, obtaining a MA degree in Illustration and
becoming a member of the Society of Iranian Painters (SIP),
in 2004. Her painting is related to all her dreams, from her
childhood till now. As well as her colourful artistic career,
Delbar is also a journalist, writing mainly about new art a full
stop. In the past, she has covered children’s wall painting in
Tehran, interviewed Italian illustrators, spoken with Ukrainian
graphic designers, reported on sculpture symposiums and
researched religious posters. Delbar is also the translator in
Farsi of the book Muslim Painter and the Divine (1982), by
Sarwat Okasha. Her awards include the World AWARD Of
Monotheistic Religions, 2007, and First Prize for the Iranian
Women’s Workshop, 2007.

Untitled
Series: Feast of Angels
Mixed Media on Canvas
160x120cm
2007

I dream! My eyes are open! I look at the city from the
above. Now I can understand how people dream but
with open eyes. When you paint your dreams, you
are dreaming with open eyes.
My paintings are born in this way. My dreams, the
world that I like, and the angels which look like me on
the days that I feel good.

Untitled
Series: Feast of Angels
Mixed Media on Canvas
90x90cm,
2008
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S h i r i n l o u
M a r y a m

Born 1966, Tehran, Iran
BA Art 2-D, California State University Northridge, USA
From an early age Maryam found her voice in art. She is a
cross-cultural by-product, having left Iran after the revolution
and lived between France and the US until returning to Iran
when she was 24. By this point Maryam had discovered yoga
and the healing arts, and found her calling as an artist and
healing practitioner. She uses her visual arts to explore the
fundamentals of life, truth and conflicts that she recognises
in herself and others. Maryam is fascinated by the human
form and its containment and reflection of the human soul
which shows in her figurative works. She has also developed
an interest in Farsi and Arabic script using this as a means
to primarily illustrate spiritual truths using mystical poetry
which greatly inspire her. Lines inspired by figurative forms
and script are still a focus of her works, which are brought
on canvas usually through the technique of mixed media
collage.
She has exhibited extensively in Iran and in addition her work
has been featured in many international galleries including
the Yan-Huang Gallery, Beijing; Blanche Gallery, Belgium;
Qanat Al Qasaba Cultural Centre, Sharjah and Beverly Hills
HS, Los Angeles.

The Song of Water
Mixed Media Collage
130 x 130 cm
2008

The Song of Water
Lets not muddy the water
Perhaps the current passes by a poplar
Washing sorrow from some lonely heart
Perhaps somewhere a dervish has dipped his dry
bread in it
Sohrab Sepehri, translated by Karim Emami
The Seven Skies
I bear up the seven heavens
And pass beyond the seven seas
When lovingly you gaze
Into my giddy soul
Ghazaliat of Rumi, translated by R.A. Nicholson & A.J.
Arbery

The Seven Skies
Mixed Media
130 x 130 cm
2008
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Born 1962, Tehran, Iran.
Shideh is a self taught painter, sculptress and poet, who
explores the lives of women living within Iran, and the
conditions of an Islamic society through her artwork. Shideh
has a strong message, and delivers it through a variety
of different media, from soft drink cans to canvases. Her
work is included in the British Museum collection, and she
has exhibited at galleries throughout the world including
the Articultural Gallery, Houston; the National Museum of
Armenia and the XVA Gallery,Dubai. She lives and works
in Tehran.

Zahra's Wedding 1
Acrylic on Canvas
170 x 150 cm
2008

One night I dreamt of hearing noises from my bathroom. With
caution I climbed out of bed and approached the bathroom
door. In shock, I saw myself. Dressed in the same nightgown I
had slept in. For a few long minutes I was there gazing back at
myself.
In many ways, facing art is similar to that dream. It’s the process
of detaching from one’s self to observe one’s being.

Zahra's Wedding 2
Acrylic on Canvas
170 x 150 cm
2008
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S i n a i
V a r g a
G i z e l l a

Born 1944, Hungary
BA, Akademie fur Angewandte Kunst, Vienna, Austria
Gizella came to Iran in 1967. Through her work she tells
the story of Iranian people in the passage of time. Her
Hungarian background made her feel at home in Iran.
Hungarian historians presume that they belong to a people
that have migrated from the East. Nostalgia for the Orient
as an ancestral homeland is thus an ever-present theme in
the works of Hungarian poets and painters. In Iran Gizella
always sensed a strong awareness of a heroic past. As an
artist she was driven to pursue the tie between the past and
present and to show it in her paintings. She is always trying
to understand where the old myths, fables, and stories come
from. How we can show that they are still alive in us, and
will continue to be so in the future. In addition to painting, she
has been also teaching and conducting workshops in Iran
and abroad for more than a quarter century. She is a member
of the Society of Iranian Painters and of the Dena Group.
She exhibits prodigiously, appearing in well over 100 group
and solo exhibitions in Iran and internationally. Most recently
her work has been shown at the Pirkanpohja Art Centre,
Finland, and the Imam Ali Arts Museum.

The story of my painting is
from Hormoz Island in the
South of Iran.
They are three fairies, three
sisters who live by a lovely
fountain.
When
people
come to take water from
the spring, sometimes, the
fairies appear for the people.
One of them is called Hoor
Mudar, and when somebody
can see her, they will fall in
love immediately. On the 13th
day of Nouruz, Iranian New
Year, people often come to
this spring in Hormoz to have
a picnic, in the hope of seeing
the beautiful fairy and thus to
fall in love.

Fairy
Acrylic on Canvas
120 x 90 cm
2008
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Born 1947, Gorgan, Iran
Graduate Tehran University’s School of Law and Political
Science
Maryam graduated in Law and Political Science from Tehran
University, but went onto become a well known photographer,
famed for her portraits of members of the Iranian literary
scene. Maryam has produced a number of publications
including Turkomans and Their Habitat (1983), and Stories
from Iran (1991). She has worked as a staff photographer in
National Iranian Radio and TV and its weekly ‘Tamasha’ from
1971 to 1983. As well as her photography, Maryam works
with glass and wood to create her artworks.
Her work has been featured in over 20 exhibitions in Tehran,
London, Saint Etienne and Washington.

Books,
Photograph
100x160 cm,
2007

My work is about exploring and discovering photographs,
not making them. I make abstract works from real forms by
looking at them from a different perspective.
This series was discovered when one day I went to
a printer, all these covers were laid there waiting to be
made.

Covers
Photograph
160 x 85 not exact
2007
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